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Abstract: 
Ohmori, H., Classification of weighing matrices of order 13 and weight 9, Discrete Mathematics 116 
(1993) 55-78. 
We construct a set of 71 weighing matrices, which contains all inequivalent matrices of order 13 and 
weight 9, by using the intersection pattern conditions with the aid of a computer. We provide 
a complete classification for weighing matrices of order 13 and weight 9 by showing that there are 
exactly eight inequivalent classes. 
1. Introduction 
As a generalization of Hadamard matrices, the concept of weighing matrices has 
been introduced (see Taussky [l 11). A weighing matrix is a square (0, + 1, - 1)-matrix, 
W, of order n satisfying 
WW’=kI,, k<n (1.1) 
where I, is the identity matrix of order n and PV denotes the transpose of W. We write 
W(n, k) for a weighing matrix satisfying (1.1). The numbers k and IZ are called the 
weight and order of W(n, k), respectively. A weighing matrix with k = n is called an 
Hadamard matrix of order n. Weighing matrices have applications both in design of 
weighing experiments and in coding theory. For example, W(n, n- l)‘s, whose 
diagonal elements are all zero, provide the best weighing designs under some condi- 
tions (see Raghavarao [8, Chapter 171) and the weighing codes belong to a family of 
self-dual codes and symmetry codes (see Seberry and Wehrhahn [9]). 
Two weighing matrices both of order n and weight k are said to be equivalent if and 
only if one can be transformed into the other by using the following operations: 
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(i) multiply any row or column by - 1; 
(ii) interchange two rows or two columns. 
Chan, Rodger and Seberry [l] classified the inequivalent weighing matrices of any 
order with weight less than 6. Furthermore, the uniqueness (up to equivalence) of 
W(12,ll) and W(12,12) were shown by Chan et al. [l] and Hussain [S], respectively. 
Recently, Ohmori [7] completed the classification of weighing matrices of order 12 
and weight k for 66 k< 10. All W(12, k)‘s were constructed by using the intersection 
pattern conditions (see [l] for the definition) through the trial and error method, and 
were classified by using the distribution of the absolute values of the generalized inner 
product of four rows. As a next step in the investigation process, it is appropriate to 
consider the classification problem of weighing matrices of order 13. It is known (see 
Geramita and Seberry [3]) that if n is odd, then a W(n, k) exists only if k is a square 
and (n-k)’ + (n - k) + 12 n. Thus it suffices to consider only the cases of k = 1,4,9 for 
the classification problem of W( 13, k). The uniqueness (up to equivalence) of W( 13, 1) 
and W(13,4) have been proved by Chan et al. [l]. On the other hand, there are two 
known circulant matrices of W( 13,9), which have the first rows: 
0 1 0 1 10 0 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 (1.2) 
0 -10 -1 10 0 1 l-11 11 (1.3) 
Seberry and Wehrhahn [9] showed that the linear codes over GF(3) generated by 
these two weighing matrices have different minimum distances and hence the weigh- 
ing matrices are inequivalent. 
We shall construct 71 weighing matrices W( 13,s)‘~ by using the intersection pattern 
conditions with the aid of a computer and then classify them using the associated 
matrices of weighing matrices. Finally we show that there are exactly eight in- 
equivalent matrices of order 13 and weight 9. These results may be useful for further 
classification of all inequivalent lV(n, 9ys. 
We shall use the following notations. 
a.6. ,...c : the Hadamard product of vectors a, 6, . . . , c. For example, let a = (aI, Q), 
b=(bl,bz) then a~b=(albl,a2bz). 
(a,b) : the inner product of vectors u and b. 
Jai : the number of nonzero elements of a vector a. 
# S : the number of elements in a set S. 
rr(i,j, . . . . k) : a row signed permutation operating on a matrix (column vector) as _ 
follows; move the i-th row (element) to the first row (element), the j-th 
row (element) to the second row (element) by multiplying - 1 in addi- 
tion , . . . . the k-th row (element) to the last row (element). 
P(iJ> ..*, k) : a column signed permutation operating on a matrix (row vector). 
up : the vector resulting from the operation by a column signed permutation p on 
a row vector a. 
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_p,P) . . the matrix resulting from the operations by row and column signed per- 
mutations 7c and p, respectively, on a matrix X. 
2. Construction 
Let 
1, 1, l,l, 1, 1, 1, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 0). 
Lemma 1. Iri’vjI=6Sor i#j. 
Proof. It is obvious that 1~;. rjl =6 or 8 for i#j. Then the intersection pattern 
conditions with respect to r1 are p6 +ps = 12 and 3p, +4p, = 36, where p, = 
# {i:Ir,.riI=I} (I=6,8). Hence, we get the unique solution ~~-12 and ps=O. 0 
By Lemma 1, w.l.o.g., we can assume rz=(l,l,l, ---,-, O,O,O, l,l,l, 0) (-1 is 
denoted here and on all vectors and matrices with -). 
Lemma 2. Ir,‘r*.ril=3 OY 4 for 3<i<13. Moreover, #{i:IVl.V,‘Uij=3}=2 and 
#{i:Ir,~rz~riI=4}=9. 
Proof. For some i, if I r1 . r2 Yi ) < 2, then it is impossible to have I r1 . vi I = I r2 . ri I = 6 and 
lvil=9.Hence,Iv,.v,.ril33.Similarly,lul.r2.uil#5and6.Letq,=#(i:lu,.YZ.YiI=3} 
and q4= # {i:Irl . ~2. YiI = 4). Then q3 + q4 = 11 and 3q3 + 4q4 = 42. Hence, we get the 
unique solution q3 =2 and q4=9. 0 
By Lemma 2, w.l.o.g., we can assume that Irl r2 . r3 I= 3. Also, it is obvious that we 
have to consider three cases to decide on the third row vector of W up to equivalence. 
Let r\ be a vector corresponding to each case. Then, w.l.o.g., we can assume that 
r:=(l,l,l, O,O,O, -,-,-, -,---, 0); 
r:=(l,l,O, l,O,O, -, -, -, 1, -, -, 0); 
r:=(l,--,O, l,O,O, l,---, l,l,-, 0). 
Let Qi= [(r1)‘,(r2)‘,(r~)‘]‘(1 <i<3). Let W be a weighing matrix such that there is 
a 3 x 13 submatrix equivalent to Qi but there is no 3 x 13 submatrix equivalent to Qj, 
where 1 < i B 3 and 1 <‘j d i - 1. Then we call W a matrix of Type i. Note that for the 
case i= 1, the condition Q. will be ignored. 
We shall construct separately weighing matrices of each type. 
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Type 1. Let X=[(xi)‘, . . . . (xi3)‘]‘=(c1, . . . ,cls] be a weighing matrix of Type 1, 
where Xi and Cj are the i-th row and j-th column vectors of X, respectively. Then, we 
can assume that 
xi =(cl)‘=ri, x2=(cJ=r2 and XJ=(CJ=Y:. 
Let x~~=(O,O,O,X~,...,X~~). Then xl#O (4~1~12) and xi3=0 by Lemma 1 and 
1 x1 3 I= 9. Furthermore, we can assume that xq = 1. It is easily shown that there are two 
vectors (say v:j’ ,r:j’), which satisfy the above conditions, where 
r:j'=(O,O,O, l,l, -, 1, -, -, l,l, -, 0), 
r:j2=(0,0,0, l,l,l, -,-,-) l,l,l, 0). 
Let X’s’ and XlS2 as shown in Fig. 1. 
We shall construct weighing matrices based on the forms of X1* ’ and XlT2. 
Lemma 3. For X1, ‘, we consider three cases to decide on the fourth row of X ‘* ’ up to 
equivalence. Let r:, l(i) b e a vector corresponding to each case. Then, w.l.o.g., we can set 
u:~‘(l)=(l, -,o, 1, -,o, -,l,O, LO, -, 1); 
ri,‘(2)=(1, -,O, 1, -,O, O,l, -, 1, -,O, 1); 
r:,‘(3)=(1, -,O, l,O,l, -, -,O, l,O,l, 1). 
Proof. Let a=(l, -,0,a4 ,..., a13) be a vector such that (a,xi)=O, la’xi(=6 and 
(al =9, where Xi is the i-th vector of X ‘g’(i=l,2,3,13) and ajE{O,l,-1). Then, 
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all=-1 ifaIO=- 1 andaII=l;a,,=OifaIO=O;anda,,=l ifu13#0.Thus,there 
exist six vectors (say ai, 1 <i < 6) satisfying the above conditions, where 
a1=(1, -,O, 1, -,O, -,l,O, l,O, -, 1); 
a,=(l, -30, 1, -,O, O,l, -> 1, -,O, 1); 
a3=(1,-,o, l,O,l, ---,o, l,O,l, 1); 
a4=(1, -30, 1, -,O, 1, -90, -,O,l, 1); 
a5=(1, -,o, l,O, -9 -,f,O, 1, -,o, 1); 
&j=(l, -,o, l,O, -, O,l, -, -,O,l, 1). 
Let Q1 = [Q:, (rij’)‘]’ is a x 13 of X ‘, and 
7-h=41,3,2,4), ~~=~(~,2,3,8,9,7,6,4,~,10,11,12,13); 
n2=71(3,1,2,4), p2=p(2,1,3 8 9 7 12 10 11 5,4,6,l3); )_)_)_)_,_?_? 
~~=~(1,3,2,4), ~~=p(2,1,3,8,9,7,6,5,4,10,11,12,13). 
Then Q1 =Qln,,Pi’(i= 1,2,3), and (aI)O1 =a6, (aq)p3= -u6, (u1)p2= -u5. Therefore it is 
sufficient to consider the cases ui (say Y i, l(i)) for i = 1,2,3 as the fourth row of X1x r. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4. For X1, ‘, the fourth row of X1- 2 is uniquely determined up to equivalence. 
Let ris ’ be a vector corresponding to this case. Then, w.l.o.g., we can set r:. ’ = (1, -, 0, 
1, -,O, 1, -20, 1, -30, 1). 
Proof. For every submatrix Cij of X1, ‘, each row of C, has to contain one 1, one - 1, 
and one 0 in order to keep the orthogonality of any pair of rows of X1’ ‘. Hence, the 
lemma follows after an appropriate permutation on the set of columns of X1x2. q 
- 
Put Q2= [Q;,(u:~‘)‘]‘, and put Y’v ‘, Y’,‘, Y1,3, and Y1x4 as shown in Fig. 2. Note 
that the fourth rows of Y1yi (1 <id 3) and Y1s4 equal Y:, ‘(i) and vi,‘, respectively. We 
shall construct weighing matrices based on the forms of Y’,‘(l <i <4). Let 
Ri = [Q; , (Y;’ ’ (i))‘, (rij’)‘] (ldid3) and R4=[Q\,(~i,‘)t, (Ujj2)rlr. 
Lemma5 For Y’,‘(l <i,<4), weconsidercc’s’ cases to decide on the fifth and sixth rows 
of Y’, i up to equivalence, where c11s1=3, tx1,2=c11,3=2 and ~.x’q~=9. 
Proof. Let u=(l, -,O, u4, . . . . u13) be a vector such that luJ=9, (u.i:1=6 and 
(u,vj)=O, where u,E{O, 1, -l}, and ,j is the j-th row vector of Y’*‘(j= 1,2,3,4,13). 
Then there exist /I ‘, i vectors (say a! (I), 1 d 1 d/I’, ‘) satisfying the above conditions for 
Y’~i,where~‘~‘=10,~‘~2=8,~1~3=11and~’~4=32.Welistsuch{u~(l)}inTable1. 
Next, we shall choose pairs of orthogonal vectors from the set Sf =(u’(l), 
u!(2), . . ..uf(/I’~~)j. Let p’s’ and Tj = { tj, [, 1 d 1 d j?‘- i} be the number and the set of 
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Fig. 2. 
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pairs of orthogonal vectors in S:, respectively. Then, j??,’ =/?‘* * =p’- 3 =4 and 
p4=40. If t;,r={a!(m), ai’(n)}&, we abbreviate it using ti, l = {m, n}. We can now 





{3,7}, {3,8>, {5, lo>, (427); 
{ 1,5>, {4,8), {2,6}, (3373; 
{2,6}, (3,613 {4,6), (6211); 
{ 1,16}, {1,22}, {1,24}, { 1,25}, {2,26}, {5>19>, {5,28}, (7>19>, {8,20), 
{2,23}, {3,15}, {3,X}, {3,23}, {3,26}, {4,24}, (4,25)> {6,17)> (6,27)> 
{7,14}, (7,18}, (7,281, {8,17}, {9,13}, {9,17}, (9,20), {9,27), {10>18), 
{10,19}, {11,22}, {11,25}, {12,21}, {12,23}, {13,X2), {14,31}, {15,30}, 
{16,29}, { 17,32}, (19,31}, {23,30}, {25,29}. 
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(5) 1 - 10 0 1 - l- 
a:(,) 
Let 
~~=~(2,1,3,4,5), 2 _) 4 _) _a 12,10,11,8,9,7,13); 
ps=p(l,2,3,10,11,12654987 > _? -3 -3 -9 -9 _> 13); 
v=W,3,2,4,5), ~7=~(2,1,3,8,9,7,6,4,5,10,11,12,13). 
Then RI = R(;4%P4) and (a:(3))P4=u:(7), (cz:(~))~“=u:(~), i.e., (t:,2)p4~{(a:(3))P4, 
(~:(8))~“}=(4,7}=t:,~. Put r:={t:,,, L:,~, t:,3}. Similarly, Rz=Rp,P4)=Rp-p5) 
and R3=Rp.P6)=R(3n7,P7). Hence (ti J)P4=ti,4, (t:,2)P5=ti,3 and 
(t&1)P7=ti,4. Let r:={t:,,, ti,,} an;l r$={t~,,,t~,,}. Similarly, let 
(t$,1)P6=t:,3, 
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ns=71(1,3,2,4,5), ps=p(l,2,3,7,8,9,4,5,6,11,10,12,13); 
7r9=7r(2,1,3,4,5), ps=(l,2,3 5 46 10,11,12,7,8,9,13); 9 -2 _) _) 
71 r,,=rt(2,3,1,4,5), p10=p(l,2,3,10,11,12 5 4 6 8 7 9 13); 2 _, 2 _> -2 _1_) 
71 rI=z(3,1,2,4,5), prr=p(1,2,3 8 7 6 11 10 12 4,5,6,13); )_)_)_)___)_) 
n 12=rc(3,2,1,4,5), p12=(1,2,3 11 10 12 8 7 9 5 4 6 13); , _) -9 -3 _> _> _) -9 _> _> 
71 ~3=41,2,3,4,5), ~~3=~(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13). 
Then R4 = RpsP1) (8 616 13). Thus we can divide T: into nine subsets (say T:, J as 
follows: if ti, ,,, and ti,nETi,h, then there exists pi such that (ti,,)P’= ti,,, where 
1 bh,<9,8616 13, 
T’ -{$I 4,l  ,t~,lO,t~,12,t~,l6,t~,26,t~,37 1; 
T’ -(t’ 
1 
4,2 - 4,2,t~,ll,t~,22,t4,25,t~,30,~~,39 ; > 
T’ -{t’ 4,3 - 4,3,t~,14,t~.17,t~,23, ti,32A,40 1; 
T:,4=(t~,4,t:,l,,t~,24}; 




Hence # (ri}=Ui (ldid4) by setting r:={ti,,,1<1<9). This completes the 
proof. 0 
Let Z/ be the matrix obtained by using fixed elements of ti, j in the fifth and sixth 
rows of Ylqi, where l<ig4, ttjErf, 
i-l 
I= c a1.n +j (1 <~‘<a’~‘) and 1,<1616. 
n=l 
Lemma 6. Based on Zf , y,? weighing matrices can be constructed, where 1 G I< 16 and 
r:=8, yi=y:=2, 7:=8, Y:=Y;=~, ~+=8, ~i=y$=y:o=2, y:1=8, y:2=~:3= 
yi4=2, yi5=8, yi6=2. 
Proof. We can construct y,! weighing matrices based on Z,? by using a computer. The 
algorithm is as follows: 
(i) make a set of vectors which are orthogonal to each row of Z:, and 
(ii) choose 6 vectors, which are orthogonal to each other, from the set of vectors 
constructed by (i). 
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The computation was performed on a PC-9801 computer. It took about 30 seconds 
in CPU time for each Z: on the average. Let W,,, be a weighing matrix based on ZI, 
where 
l-1 
m= 1 yt+l’ (161’gyf). 
n=1 
Such { Wm} are listed in Table 2 with the abbreviated forms as follows: 
(i) the name of a weighing matrix (for example, (m)) is arraied; 
(ii) for each row of a weighing matrix, the number is corresponded, i.e., for the row 
(a I, ..., ui3), the number 
f tii3’, where ai = tii (mod 3) and 0 < tii < 2; 
i=l 
(iii) the numbers corresponding to each rows of a weighing matrix are arraied in 
order starting from the first row. 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Type 2. We can use methods similar to those used to obtain weighing matrices of 
Type 1 to construct weighing matrices of Type 2. Let X=[(xi)‘, . . ..(~r~)f]‘= 
Cd,, . . . , d13] be a weighing matrix of Type 2, where xi and dj are the i-th row and j-th 
column vectors of X, respectively. Then, w.l.o.g., we can assume that x1 = (d, )’ = rl, 
x2 = (d2 )‘= r2 and x3 = r: It is easily shown that there are three cases to consider in 
order to decide on 13th row of X up to equivalence. Let r&‘(l <i < 3) be a row vector 
corresponding to each case. Then, w.l.o.g., we can further assume that 
r:j’=(o,o,l, 0, -, -, l,l, -, -, -, -, 0); 
r:j2=(0,0,1,0,1,--, l,-,-, -,l,-, 0); 
u:j3=(0,0,1,0,1,1, -,-,--) -,l,l, 0). 
But it can be shown that a weighing matrix containing ri, r2 and rfj3 is equivalent to 
a matrix of Type 1. Hence, the case r:j3 shall be omitted. Put X ‘7 1 and X 2, 2 as shown 
in Fig. 3. 
The next lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 7. For X2’ i (i= 1,2), there are Si cases to consider in order to decide on the 
fourth row of X2,’ up to equivalence, where 51 = 2, z2 = 6. Let r:,‘(j) (1 <j< zi) be 
a vector corresponding to each case. Then, w.l.o.g., we may set: 
ri,‘(l)=(l, -,O, O,l, -, 1, -,O, O,l, -, 1); 
&‘(2)=(1, -,O, O,l,O, -,O, -, -,l,O, 1); 
rty2(1)=(1, -,O, O,l, -, O,l, -, 0, -,l, 1); 
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(1) 29523 769782 1592175 2727777 
4616247 3823905 3517320 2750013 1902267 
4 6 3 10 11 12 1 3 2 7 9 8 13 
5 411 510 $J 12 7 $j 1lJ 2 2 
(2) 29523 769782 1592175 2727111 
4616247 3823905 3517320 2858877 2024253 
1 2 3 10 11 12 6 4 s s 9 1 13 
5 210 4 811 6 712 1. 313 2 
(3) 29523 769782 1592175 2727777 
4344330 3496584 4116558 3021930 2229588 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 8 10 12 11 13 
4 511 5 210 6_ 712 3 213 1 
(4) 29523 769782 1592175 2727777 
4344330 3496584 4116558 205406 1 2799 180 
1 2 3 6 4 5 9 8 7 11 10 12 13 
5 210 4 811 _6 712 2 213 1 
(5) 
4453194 
1 5 8 
2 213 
769782 1592175 2727777 
3885708 3021930 2229588 
3 4 7 10 11 13 12 
4 611 6 712 1 
(6) 
4453194 




2 6 9 
9 510 -- 
29523 
3618570 
6 5 4 
1612 
769782 1592175 2727777 
3885708 2054061 2799180 
7 9 8 11 10 12 12 
8 411 2 313 1 
(7) 29523 
3648378 4393497 
_6 4 4 12 10 11 
2 510 11 8 4 
769782 
3915597 
1 3 2 
612 7 -- 
769782 
3915597 




8 7 9 13 
112 3 2 
(8) 29523 
3648378 4393497 
10 11 12 123 











4 2 1 
4 3 10 -- 
29523 
4393497 









133 1 -- 
1592175 
3021930 
6 2 9 







1 3 6 
1 1 6 
769782 1592175 2727777 
3915597 4357458 1902267 
12 5 11 4 2 I 13 
10 511 4 2 7 13 
(11) 29523 
2798850 3648378 
1 211 4 9 7 
3 1 z 12 2 1 
769782 
2321436 




E 3 8 12 
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Table 2 Continued 
(12) 29523 769782 
2023923 4453194 2291547 
1 5 7 6 z _9 g 12 12 
2 SlJ 9 211 3 413 
(13) 
4475550 
1 2 3 
29523 769782 
3627804 3854118 
1 9 8 j22fi 
5 811 fi 711 4 210 
1592175 
4616577 










(14) 29523 769782 1592175 2054181 
4475550 3627804 3854118 2522079 2750337 
1 2 3 z s z J_lloQ 6 4 5 13 
5 511 5 712 4 910 1 213 3 
(15) 
3618246 
10 12 11 --- 
4 210 
29523 769782 1592175 2054181 
3885870 4453356 2881233 2033487 
1 2 3 _9 z s 5 4 6 13 
811 5 12 6 7 13 2 1 3 
(16) 
3618246 




10 12 11 --- 
11 8 5 
769782 1592175 2054181 
4453356 2727657 1932399 
2 1 3 5 4 6 13 
7 GG 1 13 2 3 
(17) 
4321974 




10 12 11 --- 
8 511 
769782 1592175 2054181 
4108782 2023929 2291553 
2 1 3 5 4 6 13 
Q 7 p 1 13 2 3 
(18) 
4321974 
10 12 11 --- 
4 910 
29523 769782 1592175 2054181 
3526716 4108782 2522079 2750337 
1 2 3 9 1 8 5 4 6 13 

















1 2 3 I 9 8 
4 210 5 511 
769782 
3496422 





7 612 -- 
1592175 
2727657 








1 912 -- 
1 911 -- 
(22) 
1932069 
2 I 8 
1 212 -- 
(23) 
2881227 
1 812 -- 
1 411 
29523 769782 1592175 2054181 
4116396 1902261 4475880 2259801 
7 210 2 613 3 3l_l 4 
8 210 5 413 1312 6 
29523 769782 1592175 2054181 
4321974 2514621 3618576 2859039 
11 5 2 g 9s 7 3 4 13 




5 210 -- 
769782 1592175 2203140 
3880362 2495835 4344660 
4 613 1211 5 
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Table 2 Continued 
(24) 
3644490 
1 2 s 
1 z 6 
29523 
229 1547 
12 4 6 
12 8 9_ 
29523 
3614682 




&I 7l_l 9 2 5 
11 510 4 3 7 
(25) 
4462428 
























3 ?fi 2 711 




7 612 -- 
1592175 
2868111 
6 5 4 











3 1 2 1 s 9 







z !? s 
11 9_ 5 
29523 
3872748 
12 11 10 --- 
4 10 8 
769782 
4440234 
3 2 1 
7 612 -- 
769782 
4121904 




6 5 4 13 
1 13 2 3 
(29) 
4335096 




11 10 12 --- 
410 8 
1592175 2203140 
2050173 227843 1 
6 5 4 13 
1 13 2 3 
(30) 
4335096 








6 5 4 13 
13 2 1 3 
(31) 29523 
4090152 4357776 
1 2 3 1 9 8 
4 8 10 fj 712 
769782 
4121904 
1 s 9 
12 5 7 - 
769782 
3509544 




4 5 6 13 
1 213 3 
(32) 29523 769782 1592175 2203140 
4090152 4357776 3509544 2740779 1906155 
1 2 3 8 z 9 ul_llJ 6 5 4 13 
5 911 4 310 6 7lJ 2 113 3 
(33) 29523 
4343844 1932879 
4 112 5 210 




























2 113 3 




6 4 s 13 
769782 1592175 2023563 
4086912 3635748 2260935 
g 7 6 313 1 2 
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1 2 3 
29523 769782 
4322784 1937091 
_6 912 5 211 





(37) 29523 769782 
4343844 3526716 2846883 
5 111 4 310 p 9lJ 








1 2 3 
29523 769782 
4322784 3518292 
5 812 _6 710 

















(39) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
3648864 3855252 4453356 2850615 2033487 
11 12 10 4 5 6 I s 9 3 2 1 13 
10 11 12 5 6 4 9 1 s 3 2 1 13 
(40) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
3648864 3855252 4453356 2749527 1932399 
z 9 s 11 12 10 4 6 5 3 2 1 13 
11 10 12 4 6 5 9 s 1 1 3 2 13 
(41) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4444932 3627804 3884736 2054547 2260935 
10 11 12 4 5 6 s 9 1 3 2 1 13 
10 11 12 6 4 5 s s! 1 3 2 1 13 
(421 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4444932 3627804 3884736 2522079 2728467 
1 9 s 10 11 12 6 5 4 3 2 1 13 
12 11 10 4 6 5 s 7 9 1 3 2 13 
(43) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4343844 3526716 4086912 2054547 2260935 
4 810 5 111 6 912 2 313 1 
1 2 3 5 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
(44) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4343844 3526716 4086912 2522079 2728467 
4 5 6 s 1 9 12 11 10 3 2 1 13 
10 11 12 4 5 6 1 s !? 2 1 3 13 
(45) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4116396 4322784 3518292 2850615 2033487 
4 810 6 912 5 111 3 113 2 
1 2 3 10 11 12 5 4 6 8 1 9 13 
(46) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4116396 4322784 3518292 2749527 1932399 
4 5 6 9 8 2 11 10 12 3 2 1 13 







7 511 -- 
2 1 3 
769782 1592175 2023563 
2256393 2054547 409 1454 
10 5 4 13 3 2 1 
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Table 2 Continued 
(48) 
2285877 
610 7 -- 
2 1 3 
29523 
2846559 
512 8 -- 
6 5 4 
769782 1592175 2023563 
3518292 4326840 2033487 
411 2 3 213 1 
8 9 7 10 12 11 13 
(49) 29523 
2526447 4322784 
1 313 9 612 -- -- 









(50) 29523 769782 
4352592 1936767 4086912 
10 1 6 411 2 8 112 













(51) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
2740773 1936767 4086912 3644496 2260935 
812 5 10 6 7 4 211 
11 10 12 r 5 4 
313 1 2 
3 1 2 8 9 1 13 
(52) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
2526447 4322784 1915221 2850615 3636558 
6 912 1 8 10 5 111 
1 2 3 6 sa 
1 jlJ 2 
11 12 10 7 9 8 13 
(53) 29523 769782 
3626994 3855252 4475226 
1 2 3 6 s 4 10 11 12 
6 710 4 211 5 412 
(54) 29523 
3626994 3855252 
9 7 8 f! 2 6 
4 5 6 !? 8 1 
1592175 
2850615 
7 8 9 
1 313 -- 
1592175 
2758275 
1 2 3 







10 12 11 --- 





(55) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4444932 3649674 3862866 2032677 2260935 
4 5 6 9 1 s 12 10 11 1 2 3 13 
4 5 6 8 1 9 10 11 12 I 2 3 13 
(56) 
4444932 












4 5 6 13 
1 213 3 
(57) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4107648 4322784 3527040 2850615 2055357 
4 5 6 12 10 11 1 9 s 1 2 3 13 
4 5 6 s 2 9 10 11 12 1 2 2 13 
(58) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4107648 4322784 3527040 2758275 1923651 
1 2 3 6 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
5 210 4 712 6 611 2 213 1 
(59) 29523 769782 1592175 2023563 
4352592 3517968 4086912 2032677 2260935 
4 5 6 1 9 8 12 10 11 1 2 3 13 
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Table 2 Continued 
(60) 
4352592 
1 9 s 
4 5 6 
29523 
3517968 
10 12 11 







4 5 6 1 2 3 

























(62) 29523 769782 
2876367 3517968 2256393 
6 912 11 3 7 810 4 





(63) (6*) 29523 769782 1533180 2527707 
2858871 3872586 2083404 4616253 1936125 
(64) (6*) 29523 769782 1533180 2786772 
4453194 2278263 3677727 3021930 3530448 
(65) (6*) 29523 769782 1533180 2079156 
4629369 1922997 3856818 2845755 3885714 
(66) (5*) 29523 769782 1353855 2821782 
4453 194 2263143 3714447 2023443 3823749 
(67) 29523 
4335582 2533683 
4 6 3 fi 8 10 
13 1 2 if@12 
769782 
3679131 
2 911 -- 
11 2 2 
1353855 2821782 
2042073 3941361 
3 712 1 
6 -9-8 1 
(68) 29523 769782 
3020952 4395711 3114447 
4 3 1 g 2l_l 8 912 











(69) (5*) 29523 769782 
4629369 2822610 3679131 
2532855 
3531420 
(70) 29523 769782 
2846235 3626670 4404297 
13 2 1 3 z s 9 6 4 
3 6 5 1310 8 112 9 
1353855 
3531420 
5 @ 12 
411 7 -- - 
1353855 
3644496 
10 6 7 





(71) 29523 769782 
4453194 3885708 2083890 
1 2 3 13 4 8 11 5 9 




































r:q2(2)=(1, -,o, O,l,l, -, -,o, O,l,l, 1); 
#+2(3)=(1, -,l, 0, -,o, -,l,O, -,o, -, 1); 
t+2(4)=(1, -,l, 0, -,o, O,l, -) -, -,o, 1); 
I+2(5)=(1, -,l, o,o, -, -,l,O, -, -,o, 1); 
$‘(6)=(1, -,l, O,O,l, -, -,O, -,O,l, 1). 
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Fig. 3. 
Let Yzsi and Y2, 2+j be the matrices embedding vi-l(i) and y:,‘(j) into the fourth 
rows of X ‘, ’ and X 2, ‘, respectively, where i = 1,2 and 1 d j < 6. 
Lemma 8. For Y2, i (1 d i < 8), there are a23 i cases to consider in order to decide on the 
fifth and sixth rows of Y2, i up to equivalence excluding the cases which are reduced to 
Type 1, where ~2.1=~2,2=~2,4=~2~6=~2~8=0 and ~2~3=~2~5=,2*7=1. 
Proof. There exist fi2%i vectors (say a:(2), 16 l~/3”,~) which may be chosen as the fifth 
orsixthrowsofY2~i,where~2~1=~,~2~2=5,~2~3=6,~2~4=5,~2~5=~2~6=~2~7=4 
and fi29*=5. Welist such {a:(/)} inTable 1. Let S~={af(!)11<~2fiZ’i} andlet p”,’ 
and Tf = { tz I/ I< 1 d 6’5 i> be the number and the set of pairs of orthogonal vectors in 
S:, respectively. Then, @’ = -2, ’ - 6 4, $,’ = 2 (3 d I6 8) and we can list the elements 
of Tf in numerical order, i.e.: 
t:, : { 1,5>, {2,6}, {3,7}, (4, g}; 
&: (1,2}, {1,3), fL4), (1,5}; 
t:,. : (2,4j, {3,51; 
r:,.: {1,3}, (194); 
t:,.: {1,2}, (L3); 
6.: {1,3), {2,4); 
t:,.: {1,2}, {1,3}; 
6.: {1,31, (2,3). 
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Let Zjz be the matrix obtained by using fixed elements of tl?, 1 in the fifth and sixth rows 
of Y2si, where 
i-l 
j= c /?“+I (1<1<F2’i). 
It is obvious that there exists a 3 x 3 submatrix (say M) for each Zf , except forj= 10, 
14 and 18, where rank(M)= 1 over Galois field GF(3). Hence it is sufficient to 
consider only the cases of Z:,, Z:,,Z:s for the construction of new weighing 
matrices. This completes the proof. 0 
We have the next lemma by computer calculation. 
Lemma 9. We can construct uniquely the weighing matrix (say W,,,) based on Zf , where 
for I= 10,14,18, the matrices are of orders m = 63,64,65, respectively. 
Note that W, (m = 63,64,65) are not always matrices of Type 2 but we list such 
( W,,,} in Table 2. 
Type 3. Let X=[(X~)~, . . . . (xi,)‘]‘= [ei, . . . . e13] be a weighing matrix of Type 3, 
where Xi and ej are the i-th row and j-th column vectors of X, respectively. Then, 
w.l.o.g., we can assume that xi=(ei)‘=ri, x2=r2, x~=Y:, and ei=(l, 1, -, 1, -, -, 
O,O,O, 1, 1, 1, 0). It is easily shown that there are four cases to consider in order to 
decide on the 13th row of X up to equivalence. Let v&’ (1 <i <4) be the vector 
corresponding to each case. Hence, w.l.o.g., we can further assume that 
&’ 0, 1, =(O, 0, 1, -) -,l,-, l,-,-, 0); 
&2=(0,0,1,0,1,--, l,-,-, -,-,l, 0); 
&3=(0,0,1, 0, -, -, l,l, -, -, -, -, 0); 
i&4=(0,0,1, O,l,l, -,-,-) l,-,l, 0). 
Let Pi = [vi, vi, (Y:)~, (&‘)‘]’ (1 G i <4). Then there exist 3 x 13 submatrices, which are 
equivalent to Q2, for P3 and P4. It is easily shown that Pi and P2 are equivalent. Thus, 
we may use u&l as 13th row of X to construct weighing matrices of Type 3. Setting 
X 3, ’ as shown in Fig. 4. 
The next lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 10. For X3’ I, there are four cases to consider in order to decide on the fourth 
row 0fX ‘3 ’ up to equivalence. Let riS1(i) be the vector corresponding to each case. Then, 
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Fig. 4. 
w.l.o.g., we can set 
v:~‘(l)=(l,l, -, 0, -,o, O,l, -, -,o, -, 1); 
Iq’(2)=(1,1, -, O,l,O, -,o,-, -,l,O, 1); 
v:9’(3)=(1,1, -, O,l,O, 0, -, -, 0, -,l, 1); 
I+‘(4)=(1,1,0, o,-,l, -,o,-, -,o,-, 1). 
Let Y3,i be the matrix embedding vi*‘(i) into the fourth row of X3’ ‘(1 <i,<4). 
Lemma 11. For Y3si (1 <i<4), there are a3gi cases to consider in order to decide on the 
jifth and sixth rows of Y33i up to equivalence, a3s1 =2, a3,*= 1, a3s3=2 and a3s4= 1. 
Proof. There are /I”, i vectors (say a”(l), 1 d I< /I”, i, which may be chosen as the fifth 
or sixth rows of Y3,i, where lGid4 and p3g1=3, fi3,‘=6, p3,j=5, p3s4=4. We 
list such {u?(l)> in Table 1. Let S?=(a?(l), 1616fi3.‘} and let f13,; and 
T: = {t; 1 11 d 1 d B”,j} be the number and the set of pairs of orthogonal vectors of Sf, 
respectively. Then /?“, i = 2(1 d i 6 4) and we can list the elements of Tf in numerical 
order, i.e.: 
t:,.: {1,2}, (1,3); 
r:,.: 12,519 (396); 
t:,, : {1,4}, (295); 
rz,.: {1,4}, (273). 
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It is easily shown that weighing matrices containing PI and tl, z or PI and ti, z are 
equivalent to matrices of Type 2. Hence, we can omit these cases. Thus the proof is 
complete. 0 
Let Z: be the matrix obtained by using fixed elements of tzj in the fifth and sixth 
rows of Y3,i, where 1 <id 4, 
i-l 
/= 1 u3.n +j (l< jQU3Ti). 
n=1 
We can show the next lemma by computer calculation. 
Lemma 12. We can construct uniquely the weighing matrix (say W,,,,) based on 
Z: (1~1~6). 
Note that W,,, (66 <m d 71) are not always matrices of Type 3 but we list such { Wm> 
in Table 2. 
3. Classification 
Let W be a weighing matrix of order 13 and weight 9. By Lemma 1, any 3 x 13 
submatrix of W is equivalent to one of Al, . . . , As, where 
111 111 
Ai= [ 111 --- 
111 000 0 
111 000 000 111 0; 1 --- --- 0 
111 111 
111 --- 000 111 0; 
ll- 000 111 000 0 I l-- l-- 0 
111 111 111 000 0 
A,= [ ll- --- 000 111 l-l 000 l-- ll- 0; 1 0 
i 
111 111 111 000 0 
/I&$= ll- -l- 000 111 l-l -00 1-o 1-o 0; 1 1 
[ 
111 111 111 000 0 
As= ll- -l- 000 111 111 -00 --0 --0 0. I1 
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Let K = (Kij) be a 13 x 5 matrix associated with W, where lCij is the number of 3 x 13 
submatrices which contain the i-th row of Wand are equivalent to Aj. Let {A,, . . . , kd} 
be the set of different row vectors of K, and mi be the number of row vectors, which 
equal ki, of K. Then, w.l.o.g., we can assume that m, >,m2 > ... >,md. Let K* =(K$) be 
ad x 6 matrix associated with K, where [PC$,IC:~, . . ..I&] =[mi,ki] and (1 di<d). We 
shall say that K* is an associated matrix of W. 
The next two lemmas are straightforward. 
Lemma 13. Let Wand w’ be weighing matrices of order 13 and weight 9, and K*(W) 
and K*( W’) be associated matrices of Wand W’, respectively. If W is equivalent to W’, 
then K*( W)=K*( W’). 
Lemma 14. Let W be a weighing matrix obtained in Lemma 9 or Lemma 12 with the 
associated matrix K* = (JC~“;.). If there exists an i, such that IC$~ #O, then W is equivalent 
to a weighing matrix of Type 1. 
By Lemmas 6,9 and 12, there exists a set consisting of 71 weighing matrices (say 
W,, 1 dm< 71) which contains all inequivalent weighing matrices of order 13 and 
weight 9. For each m, calculate the associated matrix of W,,,. We obtain 8 different 
associated matrices (say KT, 1 di< S), where 
KT=[13 12 0 0 54 01, 
K;= 
12 3 9 0 36 18 
1 12 0 0 54 1 0’ 
6 1 3 8 24 30’ 
4 0 6 6 24 30 
3 1 7 4 28 26 
KT= 
6 2 8 2 32 22 
3 1 7 4 28 26 
2 3 3 6 30 24 
1 3 9 0 36 18 
1 6 6 0 42 12 
> K;=[13 0 0 12 18 361. 
16 1 18 ’ 
6 6 0 42 12 
3 9 0 36 18 
54 0 
, 
12 0 0 
6 1 9 2 30 24 
K*= 1 
3 1 7 4 28 26 
6 2 3 3 6 30 24 ’ 
2 3 9 0 36 18  
Let WF (1 did 8) be matrices having the associated matrices KT. Then, w.l.o.g., we 
can assume that WT (1 < i < 8) be matrices as shown in Fig. 5. 
Moreover, we can show that W,,, is equivalent to one of W:, Wt, . . . . Wg for 










Fig. 5. 0 is denoted here with blank. 









I _ _ - _ 
permutations (rcm,pm) the notation related to for each This implies 
W~m,m.pm)= IV,*.). 
summarize the discussion as 
Theorem. There exist 
n d 25) and weight k, say 
BW(n,k), the possibilities are (n,k)=(14,13), (16,6), (16, lo), (16,15), (18,17), (19,9), 
(20,19), (21,16), (24,23), (25,16). It is known (see [l] and [2]) that W(14,13) and 
W(18,17) are unique up to equivalence and that BW(16,15), BW(20,19), BW(21,16) 
and BW(24,23) exist but BW(16,6) does not exist. Hence we propose the 
following. 
Problem 4.1. Determine whether BW(16, lo), BW(19,9) and BW(25,16) exist or not. 
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Hadamard matrices were discussed by Sylvester [lo] in 1867 and Hadamard [4] 
conjectured in 1893 that they exist for orders 1,2 and 4 x n, for every natural number 
n. But until now it is not known whether the conjecture is generally true or not. The 
list of unknown Hadamard matrices of order 4 x 1, 1 Q 2000, was given in Miyamoto 
[6] who states that the minimal order is 4 x 107. Hence we propose the following. 
Problem 4.2. Determine whether an Hadamard matrix of order 4 x 107 exists or not. 
The list of inequivalent W’(n, 1 < kb n<20 was given in Chan et al. [l] 
(except W(17,9)). It is known (see Geramita et al. [2]) that a W(n, 9) exists for n 3 22. 
Hence we propose the following. 
Problem 4.3. Determine whether W(17,9) and W(21,9) exist or not. 
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